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All 
Costume fees 

and 2nd 
Quarterly 
Payments  
are due by 

11/15.
  
***********************

Don't forget 
to submit your 

Recital 
Permission Slip 

**********************

No Classes 
will be held on 
11/21-11/22 in 

observance of 
Thanksgiving.

 

NEWSLETTER
WHAT’S HAPPENING IN CLASS

Dear Parents,
 
     November classes have been so much fun! Check out 
what your child has been doing in class below in our 
descriptions.
       All the students will be measured for their costumes 
in the upcoming weeks. Remember that costume fees 
are due by 11/15. We measure the students over their 
dance clothes so make sure they are dressed properly. If 
you have a certain size you would like for your child, 
please contact us right away.  
 
Sincerely,
The Staff at Tiny Tutus 
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Ballet/Creative Dance: (2.5-4 year olds)

Our theme this month is Animals. The students are having fun pretending to be 
mice, bunnies, cats and poodles to name a few. The class favorite has to be “Little 
Mousies”. This exercise practices the concept of slow, fast, soft and loud while 
practicing on steps such as prancing, bouree turns and curtsies. We are also 
using rhythm sticks this month to further strengthen the concepts of slow, fast, soft 
and loud. Our circle song “Dancing Poodles” works not only port de bras (arm 
movements) but rhythms too. Students end with a fun stretching exercise while 
pretending to make a Thanksgiving pizza!

Ballet/Jazz: (Kindergarten)

Ballet: Our classes continue to warm-up with center barre where dancers 
strengthen their feet with exercises such as plies, releves, tendus, piques, rond de 
jambe and port de bras of the arms. Across the room, students continue to perfect 
pique with passe as well as chasses while alternating feet and grand jetes (leaps)! 

Jazz: In jazz, students warm up with isolations, and continue to work on Luigi arm 
patterns! In the center kick ball change, grape vine and jazz squares are covered. 
Across the floor they work on a step ball change combination, ending with a 
beautiful leap! Students wind down with a fun stretching exercise while pretending 
to make a Thanksgiving pizza!

Jazz/Hip-Hop: (Ages 6-10)

This month we warm-up with isolations and Luigi arm patterns, cross body 
coordination and stretching. Our splits are already improving! Our center work 
consists of parallel passes to lunge and chasse ball change. Across the floor we 
work on our extensions in our leaps as well as triplet steps into a lunge with 
oppositional arms and prances both forward and backward! 


